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Truck Signal Priority with SmartSensor Advance 
Extended Range

This application note explains how to configure SmartSensor Advance Extended Range (SS200E) to provide truck signal prior-
ity. Once properly programmed using SmartSensor Manager Advance V3.1.0 or later, the sensor will signal the traffic controller 
to extend the green phase more generously for trucks than for passenger vehicles. There are many safety and efficiency benefits of 
truck signal priority systems, but in this application note we will frame the important safety benefits in terms of decision dilemma 
zone protection. Refer to Wavetronix Application Note AN-0001 - Basic Traffic Signal Timing and Advance Detection for introduc-
tory information regarding dilemma zone protection.

Dilemma zone protection for trucks at some high-speed intersections is extremely concerning due to the disadvantage of the oc-
cupants of passenger cars involved in a collision with a truck. In addition, truck drivers experience a larger decision dilemma zone 
than drivers of passenger vehicles. For example, some research indicates that while passenger vehicle dilemma zones correspond 
to stop bar ETAs between 2.5 and 5.5 seconds, truck driver’s dilemma zones correspond to stop bar ETAs between 2.5 and 7.5 
seconds. The larger dilemma zone for trucks can be attributed to several factors including braking distance and load spill concerns.  

This application note focuses on using truck signal priority for intersections without advance warning flashers. This type of system 
has been shown to improve safety without sacrificing efficiency. For example, in 2006 Texas Transportation Institute researcher 
Karl Zimmerman modified an older loop-based truck priority system to extend dilemma zone coverage from 5.5 seconds up to 7.0 
seconds for vehicles estimated to be trucks. His simulation results predict a 47 percent reduction in the number of trucks within 
the dilemma zone without noticeable delay.

However, many high speed intersections may warrant the use of an advance warning system as described in Wavetronix Applica-
tion Note AN-0002 - Advanced Warning System with Advance Detection. The new capabilities of SmartSensor Advance Extended 
Range can also be leveraged to improve signal control with advance warning systems in a safe and efficient manner.

Priority Channels
In SmartSensor Manager 3.1.0, a priority channel option was created to set up truck priority quickly and effectively. A priority 
channel allows you to assign trucks and other high profile vehicles to a level one priority alert. This high priority alert allows you to 
customize the ETAs, speeds and ranges that warrant dilemma zone protection for trucks at a particular intersection. 

For example, level one ETA protection can be adjusted from the 2.5 to 7.5 second defaults as necessary. At the same time, the 
priority channel allows you to assign passenger cars and other light-duty vehicles to a level two alert. This normal priority alert also 
allows for customization of its defaults.
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In addition, each priority channel can be programmed to extend green until the initial queue of traffi  c has been dissipated using a 
queue clearance alert. Th e level one, level two and queue clearance alerts are all bundled into a single channel for your convenience, 
but the software also provides you the fl exibility to signal them over separate traffi  c controller input channels. Consult AN-0001
for more information on programming queue clearance channels.

Discovery Range Threshold
With SmartSensor Advance Extended Range, the discovery range of each vehicle is recorded when it is fi rst detected. Th e larger 
refl ective surface of trucks and other high profi le vehicles enables the sensor to discover trucks at greater distances than cars. At 
many installation locations, trucks will be discovered at distances greater than 750 feet from the sensor, while passenger cars will 
not be discovered until they are within closer proximity.

Th e discovery range threshold for each priority channel is set at 750 feet by default. Any vehicles discovered at ranges equal to or 
beyond the threshold are assigned a level one priority, while those fi rst detected after the threshold may need to be adjusted on a 
site-by-site basis. To do this, simply drag the discovery range bar on the Setup Channels-Alerts-Zones screen to the appropriate 
distance.  

Before adjusting this threshold you can use the roadway selector on the verify screen to display the discover range of each incoming 
vehicle. Put more weight on observations of where trucks are discovered than where light-duty vehicles are discovered.  Th is is a 
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failsafe approach, meaning that it errs on the side of safety. This approach is also helpful because there is large variety of light-duty 
vehicle types, and because under favorable circumstances isolated low-profile vehicles can be discovered at far ranges.  As with older 
loop-based truck priority systems that use a 25-ft threshold to roughly delineate trucks from cars, the sensor may end up providing 
additional dilemma zone protection for some light duty vehicle types.

Verifying Priority Protection
On the verify screen you can also use the roadway selector to display priority level. The following figure shows priority level, speed, 
and ETA in the tri-view. The 750-foot discovery range threshold is illustrated by a dashed line on the roadway view.  The dump 
truck which was previously detected beyond this threshold is now at a range of 500 feet with an ETA of 7.5 seconds to the stop 
bar.  The driver of this truck is now in a dilemma zone, so the sensor will signal the traffic controller to extend green.  This priority 
one detection is highlighted in green because the level one (L1) alert is selected on the right side bar. The other vehicles detected 
are assigned a level two priority, and some of these currently demand green as shown by the active level two (L2) LED in the right 
side bar.

Traffic Cabinet Integration
SmartSensor Advance Extended Range plugs in through a standard detector rack card and operates within the normal framework 
of standard actuated traffic controllers. This allows it to operate seamlessly at isolated intersections on rural highways as well as 
along coordinated urban corridors. By default, one second of passage time is recommended for each traffic controller detection 
input used with SmartSensor Advance Extended Range as explained by AN-0001. Other standard controller settings such as gap 
reduction can also be used as warranted.
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